Whipperstompers
by Able Allen
The dark empty Pinnacle Pavilion at Table Rock State Park in South Carolina was
transformed into a bright sea of motion and sound by a crowd of smiling faces that swept in on the
afternoon of Friday, June 6, 2008. The group dragged away Sunday the 8th, worn out and satisfied
after a weekend of great music from the Cornstalkers and Mock Turtle Soup and terrific dancing
called by Adina Gordon and her protégés. This is not the first time there has been a wonderful dance
weekend at Table Rock; the Harvest Moon Folk Society holds M oondance there every year. With this
weekend, a fresh energy rode the wave with a new generation of dancers at the helm .
The guiding forces of the Whipperstompers (the Old Mountain Group of Wild Twirly Folk)
are quite young as dance organizers go. They are all between the ages of seventeen and twenty-eight.
The bands were also made up of people under thirty-five and although there were attendees in their
fifties, the average age was probably in the late twenties. The dance weekend was designed by young
people to target the under thirty-five part of the contra dance community. This was not, of course, an
attempt to exclude anyone who wished to come and be a part of this event. Those over thirty-five who
chose to be whipperstompers were a welcome addition to the weekendboup
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community to shoulder responsibility. To follow in the footsteps of the incredible and inspiring people
who have previously guided dance events across the country and are still guiding dancing as it is
celebrated daily all over and to branch out in new directions and innovate is the destiny and the
legacy of the Whipperstom pers.
All the lofty ideals and grandiose aspirations aside, what is really striking about the weekend
was that, even though there were problems, the likes of which must be expected in a fledgling
movement, there was nary an unhappy face to be found. It was magical the way almost everything
just worked out for the best. And when sometimes it did not, a lesson was learned and the
momentum was untouched. For instance, the temperatures were above expected and the fans we
wanted to use became totally unavailable at almost the last minute so the dancers got too hot to
dance sometimes; when that happened though, we just took a break, and with something like
thirteen states represented on the dance floor, people really appreciated the time to get to know each
other. No matter what went wrong, people just seemed really pleased to be a part of the experience. I
look forward to the growth of what we started this year, and I can’t wait to dance at the Youth Dance
Weekend in September.
This article was published in the CDSS News, issue #204, September/October 2008.
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